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About This Game
The soldier in the mine is an interesting 2D platformer. In this game, to move from one cave to another. But you will interfere
with obstacles.

Key features:
- 1215 achievements
- 15 exciting levels
- Medium complexity
- Nice design
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Title: The soldier in the mine
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP and newer
Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT
Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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the soldier in the mine. the soldier in minecraft
I know this is one of those game that awards 0000\u2019s of Achievements for little work but if you\u2019re going to add some
game play fix the issues. I don\u2019t rate these \u201cgames\u201d as you get what you pay for but this one struck a nerve.
You will have to be near as damn it pixel perfect to stay alive, which would be fine if;
Deadly objects didn't have a larger invisible kill box than the item,
You didn\u2019t get stuck on the corner of ledges,
You didn\u2019t get stuck on the corner of movable objects,
Landing on any movable object with horizontal momentum moves both of you together as if the object in now on soap,
By the time Level 11 fades in you are dead,
All of the above have been seen by the developer as it shows them all in the only walkthrough guide on the Community
Hub, Authored by the Developer! Great play testing.
Their I\u2019ve had my rant, I\u2019ve got my achievements, in 28min if you were wondering (including time it was
minimised as the boss walked back n forth), get if for achievements, ON SALE and try not to get frustrated, cos no
one cares, you just paid for 1215 Achievements that have now lost all meaning as you did F all worthwhile to obtain
them.. I know this is one of those game that awards 0000\u2019s of Achievements for little work but if you\u2019re
going to add some game play fix the issues. I don\u2019t rate these \u201cgames\u201d as you get what you pay for but
this one struck a nerve.
You will have to be near as damn it pixel perfect to stay alive, which would be fine if;
Deadly objects didn't have a larger invisible kill box than the item,
You didn\u2019t get stuck on the corner of ledges,
You didn\u2019t get stuck on the corner of movable objects,
Landing on any movable object with horizontal momentum moves both of you together as if the object in now on soap,
By the time Level 11 fades in you are dead,
All of the above have been seen by the developer as it shows them all in the only walkthrough guide on the Community
Hub, Authored by the Developer! Great play testing.
Their I\u2019ve had my rant, I\u2019ve got my achievements, in 28min if you were wondering (including time it was
minimised as the boss walked back n forth), get if for achievements, ON SALE and try not to get frustrated, cos no
one cares, you just paid for 1215 Achievements that have now lost all meaning as you did F all worthwhile to obtain
them.
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